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DO NOT OPEN THIS TEST BOOKLET UNTIL INSTRUCTED TO DO SO. 
THIS IS A CLOSED-BOOK, NO-NOTES EXAM. 

• Please sit according to the seating chart. 
• Include the correct sign and units (S.I.) on all problems. 
• You may use a non-graphing calculator that does not do calculus. Please bring one. 
• Partial Credit will be given on most problems, as long as you show your work. Answers 

without sufficient documentation of how the work was done may not be given full credit. 
• The mean is often quite low on my exams. If you are having difficulty, don't freak out. 

Many parts of problems can be done independently, so if you get stuck, see if you can do 
another section. The questions are not arranged in order of difficulty. 

• Only answers written in permanent ink will be re-graded upon request. Re-grade requests 
must be submitted within one week of when the corrected exams are available. 

• If you run out of room and need to write on the back of a page, leave a note to the grader on 
the problem page regarding where the grader can find your additional work. 

• You may not tear off this first page of equations. 
However, you may (carefully) tear out the second page, which has water constants. 

work = J force • dist 

F gravity = mg 

F spring = kspring (X - Xo) 

A P = f p g d x  

Ideal Gas: PV = nRT = NkBT 
Cp - Cv = nR 

Van der Waals: 

P + a-^T \(V-nb) = nRT 

work D „ = dV -v = -J> 
V/ 

|W0rk|electric = QV 

V = IR, I = Q/t 
EnergyPhoton = hu 

Energy flux = ctT4 

where cr= 5.67 x 10"8 J/nFsK"4 

Cv — (dq)v/dT 
Cp = (dq)P/dT 

dU = dq + dw (1st Law) 
= TdS - PdV 

(PV work only, 
reversible) 

H = U + PV 
A = U - TS 
G = U -TS + PV 
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1) MULTIPLE CHOICE (2 points each) Put your single best answer for each question in each box. 

i) Most students use the equation PV = nRT for gases in their first-year chemistry classes. 
The single best reason for this is because ... 

aVThe equation-is always Uue:— 
f bpThe equation is always a good approximation (to within ~5% error). 

c) The equation is always valid when pressure-is constant, 
and most undergraduate labs are at constant pressure. 

d) The equation is always valid when tomporature i3 constant; 
and most undergraduate labs are at constant temperature. 

Place the letter 
of your answer here: 

ii) Most students use the equation AG = AH - TAS in their first-year chemistry classes. 
The single best reason for this is because ... 

dH-TdS 
a) The equation is always true. 
b) The equation is always a good approximation (to within -5% error). 
c) The equation is always valid when pressure is constant, 

and most undergraduate labs are at constant pressure. ( 
(jLJhe equation is always valid when temperature is constant, \ 

and most undergraduate labs are at constant temperature. 

iii) Cells are highly organized structures. Consider a system of a closed test tube 
containing two yeast cells, an aqueous glucose solution and some air. Soon 
there are eight yeast cells. The single best explanation of why this system 
does not violate the Second Law of Thermodynamics is that... 

a) There are more ways to arrange 8 yeast cells than to arrange 2 yeast cells. 
b) The test tube is closed rather than isolated. Although the entropy of 

everything inside the tube decreases, the entropy of the surroundings 
increases. 

c) Mannan oligosaccharides, which are polymers, appear in yeast cell walls. 
More yeast means more polymers and more configurations. 

d) Growth of the yeast increases the temperature of the solution. 
/ej^he waste of the yeast has a higher entropy than the glucose it consumes. 

T 

Place the letter 
of your answer here: 

Initial Final 

O. 
o °00° 

I dP°J 

Place the letter 
of your answer here: 

E: 

iv) A system undergoes a transition from having zero non-pressure-volume work to having 
measureable non-pressure-volume work. You may assume that everything that happens 
to the system is reversible. Which quantity does NOT change over this transition? 

H 
1H for a system at constant P 
A-dU 

Apt-  ^  

dOrU- TSV-PdV 
Place the letter 
of your answer here: 

i 
c 

\y\\D 
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2) 
Force 4" s t r e t c h e d  b a n d  •4 Force relaxed band 

{3 points total) 

Rubber bands are made of long polymers. The rubber band in the figure is in contact with its 
surroundings and is initially stretched by a force. When the force is removed, the rubber band 
relaxes. During the relaxation... {Circle the single best answer for each part below.) 

i) ... the entropy of the polymers a) decreases. b) stays the same. 

ii) During the relaxation... A 

)T P 

(ji^heat is 
transferred 
from the 
surroundings 
to the rubber. 

creases. -I 

eat is 
transferred 
from the band 
to the 
surroundings, 

armer. iii) Your upper lip is sensitive to ^ (a^ cooler, 
heat. If you touch your lip to a 
stretched rubber band and then 
quickly relax the band, the 
nerves in your lip will sense 
that your lip has become... 

Not needed for this problem: To try this experiment at home, use the widest and thickest band possible. 

t> 

w* 0 * 

^ vS-V 

System] System 
1 ) 2 

3) Systems 1 and 2 are in contact with each other 
and isolated from their surroundings. 
A reaction occurs such that Si, the entropy of system 1, 

^ increase j. What are all the conclusions you can make 
about S2, the entropy of system 2? 

{Circle ALL possible answers below.) {2points total) 

%\ "" ~ ̂  

zf S2 can decrease as long as | A S21 (the absolute value) is greater than | A Si 
S2 can decrease as long as | A S21 (the absolute value) is equal to | A Si |. 

@ S2 can decrease as long as | A S21 (the absolute value) is less than | A Si |. 
M M )  

d)) S2 can increase as-long-as- | A S21 (the absolute value) is greater than | A Si | 

ep S2 can increase as-long-as | A S2 | (the absolute value) is equal to | A Si |. 

S2 can increase a&Yong^as | A S21 (the absolute value) is less than | A Si |. 

( gj) S2 can remain at the same value. / 

^Tot ̂  0 

y^O\<x^ 
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4) In 2016, scientists made an aqueous mixture with 
60% of one type of lipid, 20% of a second type, 
and 20% of a third type. They varied the pressure 
and temperature and found the three phases in the 
figure ("isotropic", "nematic", and "lamellar"). 

(6points total) 
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i) From points A and B in the figure, the isotropic to nematic transition appears to be... 
to ^ e* 

aT " fcc, AV 

x 
X 

Endothermh 
c) Neither exothermic or endothermic Vx 

ii) From points C and D in the figure, the isotropic phase has a... 

(a)) Smaller molar volume than the lamellar phase-' 
b) Bigger molar volume than the lamellar phase 
c) Volume that is equal to the volume of the lamellar phase 

iii) Which transition is associated with the largest value of AY/AS? 

a)) The isotropic to lamellar transition 
b) The isotropic to nematic transition 
c) The nematic to lamellar transition 

at = = (4E. 
av a,s Ut 

"X —=> 14 

x-* v-
KJ"~°5 L 

^  6-2_ 

o. OS 

Source: C. Knight, A. Rahmani, MR. Morrow, 2016, Effect of an anionic lipid on the barotropic behavior of a ternary 
bicellar mixture, Langmuir, 32, 10259-10267. (The lipid mixture is DMPC-dsi/DMPG/DHPC.) 

5) Changes in volume (V) and pressure (P) can result in changes in entropy (S). 
Because entropy is a state function, the entropy change in this situation could be written as: 

•K 
ds = l^-l  dV + f « |  d P  

U P 
^ - (§E 
^  I f '  X d T  / s  

Which expression(s) below could be used to substitute for, [ — ] \[n the equation above? 

ywer below.) J (2 points total) 

a) Cv v 

e) CP 

b) nRln-^ 

f) nRln — P 

d> ^ 
T 

h) Options b and c 
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6) A particular "heat engine" power plant produces 
1000 megawatts of power (1 megawatt = 106 J/s). 

Its boiler is at 500°C, and its cooling stage is 
in a cold Northwest river at 10°C. 

(13 points total) 

i) What is the efficiency of the power plant? 

T.-Tc 
2 °  "  w > *  

£ 

Volume 

place your answer here: 

(oZMVo 

ii) How much heat/second is expelled into the river? 

e-- % %innr =-WTcr, ••• 
% I 

£ _ - V^TCJT £(V)xot1 t £Cbm - W-co-T ... 0" S-l 

(^TCT+W) ^£5; = Q~ ^ _ HC?1 (\-0.^ 

Ofe>3«i 
place your answer here: 

\o* 3/s 

iii) In order to maintain the cooling stage at 10°C, engineers have designed the power plant to 
continually take in cold water from the river and to expeUised, warmenwater hack into theiiver. 
If regulations permit no more than a 5°C increase in the temperature of the water from when it is 
taken into the power plant to when it is expelled, how much water must flow through iheplantto 
operate it? Express your answer in (metric tons ofwater)/(second), where 1 metric ton = 103 kg. 

S.3 8- l083/s = - prv Chxo 

3..T-U104 *3 . - jy/\ 

T' \osK^ place your answer here: 

Al f. iaaoY\ri t \0V\S IsO e /vrvA 
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Argon N2 
Molar Cp in J/(mol*K) 20.8 29.1 
Molar mass in g/mol 39.9 28.0 

7) A thermally insulated box with rigid walls is initially divided into two unequal volumes. 
The volume on the left of the divider is 2.0 L and contains 0.20 moles of N2 gas at 200°C. 
The volume on the right of the divider is 1.0 L and contains 0.10 moles of argon gas at 100°C. 

(18 points total) 
i) The gases undergo a two-step process. In the first step, the gases exchange heat 

through the divider until they reach a uniform temperature. What is AS for this step? 

* 

Nftr  G\ v = O.IOmoWMJ 
( m\v 

~ .0% 3/ v  

* 0-2-KA0\./lq:fS 
rv\olW: 

= O 

>Nt 

^nCdT -- -^riCdT 

Cftr fa - V> = fa 

" VwCftv*W -

T-f. - ^ * ^•fra'CfvrTfvc ^ ^ 

* (2.083^(2ft3^) 

o<e C v 

r Q 2O1S 

p  kL=_j3^.^v 
(cr  Wx\l  th i  

AST0T 5 ^ _-(V^T * U^zAT 

^fvCArlf i  7^  + Cn 2 \^"^  
Tr-lr 

faaiS^VO 
HH^IqTK 
l̂ rbY. 

TOT = o .omio 3 / \c  

Continued on the next page... 

uuio.^TVl 
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...continued from the previous page 

ii) In the second step, the divider between the volumes is removed, and the molecules distribute 
uniformly throughout the total volume. What is AS for this step? 

-VWs \S AS ofr hK\ 

*\\W\ 

as= - (p--Wl frw^ 

as - \ Wb*] ?>l0tkY. 

? o s t f w e ,  V J W O -  y w ® . 1 * "  * > r  / * \ X . \ W = )  

place your answer here: 

1 . ^  3 / <  

* x - 2^ - — 
o.s. 

= ^ , Oli 
AtoycvA <9,3 
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8) In the movie "The Adventures of Baron Munchausen", the character Vulcan crushes coal 
(graphite) between his hands to make a diamond for his wife, Venus. You may assume that 
the reaction occurs at a constant temperature and the chunk of coal has a mass of 0.200 kg. 

H° (J/mole) G° (J/mole) V (volume/mole) 
diamond 1863 2391 3.42 cc/mole = 3.42 x 10"6 m3/mole 
graphite 0 0 5.33 cc/mole = 5.33 x 10"6 m3/mole 

What pressure does Vulcan need to achieve between his hands to turn graphite into diamond? 
. . .  ( 6  p o i n t s  t o t a l )  

d\(XW\0V\o 

(J3/™*) 

for -fais Coed '• AV= • V\ r -\0 V3 0-2.OOV^, = 

NS< " O- OY2.#^ 

AbTOVa\ +• 
lequil-
o - t (-\^Uo-\vf M ft - lcfVa' 

d f c . v i f  M ( P 9 a =  

3"- P(X*<V\ • y ( 

/ .  ^ 5  ̂  A 7y l7^0A i 

place your answer here: 

.isi-io'V 

Source: Values for AH and AG are from the Argonne National Laboratories' website: 
https://atct. anl.gov/Thermochemical%20Data/version%201.118/species/?speciesjiumber=9 51 
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